Acoustic communication is important for determining and maintaining intermale spacing in breeding aggregations of anurans and insects. Because the number and proximity of signalling males can show extensive temporal and spatial variation, we should expect to find mechanisms that permit males to modify their signalling behaviour in ways that balance the needs to attract females and defend their calling space. We conducted two field playback experiments to investigate the role of plasticity in male aggressive signalling in intermale spacing of spring peepers (Anura, Hylidae). In the first experiment, we found a positive correlation between the amplitude of the advertisement calls of a male's nearest neighbour and the stimulus amplitude at which the male first produced aggressive calls. In the second experiment, repeated presentations of advertisement calls above a male's aggressive threshold resulted in rapid decreases in aggressive signalling and significant, but temporary, elevations of aggressive thresholds. We suggest that short-term habituation to a neighbour's calls could function as a proximate mechanism for plasticity in aggression that would allow males to accommodate nearby callers while also tracking fluctuations in the local density of calling individuals. In a third experiment, we examined female choice as an ultimate-level explanation for plasticity in male aggression. Females preferred advertisement calls to aggressive calls, but this preference was weak and was abolished by a 6-dB reduction in the amplitude of the advertisement call. We suggest that female preferences probably function as only one possible source of selection on plasticity in male aggressive signalling and propose energetic limitations as an additional source of selection.
Acoustic communication is important for determining and maintaining intermale spacing in breeding aggregations of anurans and insects. Because the number and proximity of signalling males can show extensive temporal and spatial variation, we should expect to find mechanisms that permit males to modify their signalling behaviour in ways that balance the needs to attract females and defend their calling space. We conducted two field playback experiments to investigate the role of plasticity in male aggressive signalling in intermale spacing of spring peepers (Anura, Hylidae). In the first experiment, we found a positive correlation between the amplitude of the advertisement calls of a male's nearest neighbour and the stimulus amplitude at which the male first produced aggressive calls. In the second experiment, repeated presentations of advertisement calls above a male's aggressive threshold resulted in rapid decreases in aggressive signalling and significant, but temporary, elevations of aggressive thresholds. We suggest that short-term habituation to a neighbour's calls could function as a proximate mechanism for plasticity in aggression that would allow males to accommodate nearby callers while also tracking fluctuations in the local density of calling individuals. In a third experiment, we examined female choice as an ultimate-level explanation for plasticity in male aggression. Females preferred advertisement calls to aggressive calls, but this preference was weak and was abolished by a 6-dB reduction in the amplitude of the advertisement call. We suggest that female preferences probably function as only one possible source of selection on plasticity in male aggressive signalling and propose energetic limitations as an additional source of selection. In breeding aggregations of acoustically signalling frogs and insects, neighbouring males typically maintain some degree of nonrandom spacing in the available breeding habitat (Alexander 1975; Whitney & Krebs 1975; Robertson 1984) . Such spacing reduces auditory masking interference by the signals of nearby individuals, which can obscure temporal or spectral call properties important in female choice (Pollack 1986; Schwartz & Gerhardt 1995) . Some minimum intermale distance may also improve the ability of females to locate signalling males (Telford 1985; Schwartz & Gerhardt 1989) and to exercise preferences for individuals with attractive signals (Dyson & Passmore 1992a) . Acoustic signals themselves play an important role in mediating intermale spacing (Whitney & Krebs 1975; Robertson 1984) . In several species, the distance between calling males is correlated with the amplitude of a neighbour's advertisement calls (Wilczynski & Brenowitz 1984; Römer & Bailey 1986; Gerhardt et al. 1989) . If the amplitude of a neighbour's advertisement calls at a male's location exceeds some threshold value, males often switch to more aggressive signal variants, termed aggressive or encounter calls (Littlejohn 2000), or engage in physical aggression (Robertson 1984; Telford 1985; Brenowitz 1989; Brenowitz & Rose 1994) . Because aggressive calls function to repel rival calling males (Whitney 1980), they are also important mechanisms for maintaining intermale spacing.
The local density of signalling males, and hence intermale spacing, shows extensive temporal and spatial variation both within choruses, as males start and stop signalling, and throughout the breeding season, as males join and leave the aggregation (Robertson 1984; Arak et al. 1990; Dyson & Passmore 1992b) . Given this variation in the acoustic environment, we might expect mechanisms to evolve that allow males to adaptively modify their aggressive behaviour and to adjust intermale spacing according to local densities of signalling individuals to balance mate attraction and call-site defence
